SEN Support Lodge Lane Infants
Hello everyone, this page has been set up with resources and ideas for the parents of
SEN children but there’s no reason why other parents shouldn’t find some of these
resources useful so please spread the word! Every child is different, and every child
with SEN is different, so if you don’t find what you need here you can email me. I will
continue to add new resources and links as I find them, this is not complete!
You can contact me, Joanna Daubney, here:
senco@lodgelane.norfolk.sch.uk
(Copy in your child’s class teacher so that we can work together.)
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1. Helping Children to understand the current situation
All children who can remain safely at home should do so, even those with EHCPs. This
situation can be confusing and upsetting for those with SEN.
Here are some Social Stories that can help explain the situation to children.
https://www.elsa-support.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Childrens-story-aboutcoronavirus.pdf
https://app.seesaw.me/pages/shared_item?item_id=item.582c74ac-793d-4ddb-88fcf2db959275bc&share_token=BJ1la4TlSYqpCMb248nMrw&mode=share
Or click on the thumbnails below…

2. Organising the Day
Some children are used to a visual timetable. Visual timetables help to develop routines
and an understanding of the passage of time. They can show when something is finished
(because you remove the relevant picture). Below is a set of the pictures we use in
school that you can use if you wish.
Another useful strategy is just to use a hand drawn Now / Next board. There is a video
showing how you might do this and why is helps SEN learners, in the section on
Attention Autism.
Finally, The School Closure toolkit can give you a simple visual way to structure your day.
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3. Difficulties with English and Maths
Choose appropriate stage eBooks from the
websites listed in the main resources for your
year group. Reading things more than once is
great, and you can use the books and their
pictures as stimulus for Speech and Language
work.
If

your

child consistently

struggles with

handwriting and spelling it is important to still
let them ‘have a go’ (imperfectly, that’s fine!)
whenever they are willing. Their phonics mats
and tricky word mats can support them.
However you might also like to try this website:
https://www.myhandwritingworksheets.com/worksheets/dnealian/index.php
The website looks quite busy, but it takes a minute to create a handwriting sheet for
exactly whatever your child wants to write. See my example above!
More on English and Maths in the next update…

4. Communication and Interaction Need:
Attention Autism
Firstly – you do not have to try this at home, but if you think
it would help and you’re curious, see below!
The Attention Autism programme was developed by Gina
Davies. It takes a while to learn and understand but can make
a huge difference to children and can be practised in families.
The document on the left of the following page, gives an
overview of the process. Click on the thumbnail to read. On
the right you can see some example planning. Most activities
use household items (and mess – be warned!).
Gina Davies has a YouTube channel and she also explains why writing and drawing for
children (imperfectly!) is so valuable!
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Start with this one, Attention Autism Strategies Video 1, and continue with the series
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3_iGTLToK3U
Attention Autism basic rational by Belinda
Brookes

Example Planning by Saskia Alice

5. Communication and Interaction Need: Speech and Language
If this is an area of concern for your child can I say that spending time in 1:1 or small
family groups, looking at your face as you speak, could actually be beneficial for your
child! There’s some great support out there too!
Speech and Language Needs can fall into different areas. These often overlap. Here is
a simplified guide but all of this is underpinned by listening and attention skills.


Speech production issues; not being able to make certain sounds



Difficulties expressing themselves; not knowing enough vocabulary, weak word
finding skills, trouble linking words together into phrases or sentences.



Difficulties receiving language; not knowing enough vocabulary, trouble
understanding key information carrying words, remembering more than one
thing…



Pragmatic language: understanding the social flow of speech and picking up on
signs of confusion / engagement. Being aware of the listener and their response.

If your child is seen by an NHS Speech and Language Therapist they may be in touch
with resources, especially if your child has an EHCP.
Here are some other useful links:
https://speechandlanguage.info/parents
Lucy Barton from ECCH send me this link. It’s the Parent Portal for Speech Link. This
looks really comprehensive and useful. It’s a new service and whilst there’s a bit to read,
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it gets to the heart of most things. I particularly like the ‘What will happen next?’
game (under Verb Tenses) and some games are online too.
Twinkl also has a great section on Speech and Language Resources, there is so much
good stuff there it’s hard to pick one thing out but I particularly like the ‘Visual
Supports for Speech Sounds’, as that’s something any non-specialist would find tricky!
There’s something here for supporting all aspects of language though and I honestly
think there’s something for every child to benefit from here, SEN or not!
At the moment you can get a free Twinkl account – it’s normally very expensive!
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/
Just search for Speech and Language resources and browse within that!

6. Sensory and Physical Needs
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough NHS have created this resource for children who
need Sensory Input or Gross Motor Support. Click on the thumbnail below.

We also use Kent NHS Trusts resources for fine and gross motor skills. Most of these
will use things you have in your own home.
https://www.ekhuft.nhs.uk/patients-and-visitors/information-for-patients/patientinformation-leaflets/fizzy-leaflets/
I haven’t tried this one but it looks fun!
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7. Social, Emotional and Mental Health Needs
We use The Zones of Regulation (by Leah M Kuypers) to help children learn to
understand their own emotions and others. There activities to do as the children build
a toolkit to help them manage their feelings. If you think you need to access these
resources, please email your child’s teacher and I will make the support materials
available for the period of school closures.
Twinkl also has a section on Wellbeing Primary Resources and we use several of these in
school too! The current situation may cause anxiety in children which manifests as
temper or tearfulness. Some will just feel fragile and reluctant to try and possibly fail.
Try the Top 10 Growth Mindset Resource Pack, which includes The Learning Pit poster.
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A Social Story About Hand
Washing

Washing your hands thoroughly is important to keep germs
away.

Germs can make us feel poorly.

Washing your hands might be boring or feel
uncomfortable but it helps to stop us feeling unwell.

When you wash your hands, you can think about how healthy
you are being.

You have to wash your hands when

You’ve been to the
toilet

You’ve sneezed or coughed

Before you eat

After getting messy

You wash your hands like this:
Wet your hands with clean, running water then turn off the tap

Lather your hands by rubbing them together with soap. Lather the backs and
fronts, in between your fingers and under your nails.
Scrub your hands for at least 20 seconds.
Rinse of the bubbles with clean running water.

Dry your hands. .

Note to parents
Please use this social story to help your child with washing their hands.
Social stories are designed to be precise with limited information so please don’t
solely rely on this for hand washing advice. The NHS website contains detailed
information about how and when to wash hands.
If your child is tactile defensive, please go to our website or contact us directly for
further information about handwashing:
www.openarmsupport.co.uk
Thanks, the Open Arms Support Services Occupational Therapists

The Little Gnome Who Had to Stay Home
By Susan Perrow - March 2020
This story was written for use with young children (suggested ages 3-5 years) who are required to stay home during
the current C-19 pandemic, or who have had their freedom severely modified (e.g. perhaps they can attend school
but can’t attend special assemblies, festivals, parties or events). The song at the end has been left open for teachers
and parents to create more verses with ideas from the children. The story can be changed/edited to suit different
situations – e.g. mother tree could be father tree or grandmother or grandfather tree, or you may want to omit the
part about ‘gnome school’. The main character could also be changed (e.g. instead of using a gnome the story could
be about a mouse stuck in his little house, or a bird that must stay and rest in the nest).
.

Little gnome was confused.
Why did he have to stay home?
Didn’t everyone know how little gnomes love to roam!
He couldn’t go to gnome school, he couldn’t play with his friends in the forest, and his friends
couldn’t visit him.
Little gnome was stuck in his tree-root home.
At least he could look out his window through the rocks and the tree roots. He was surprised that
there was so much to see. Little ants were scurrying by, brightly coloured beetles were climbing up
and down the fallen leaves and floppy eared rabbits were hopping in and out their burrows.
But even with all these things to watch, little gnome was growing impatient. Why did he have to
keep on staying home? It didn’t make sense to him why he could not roam.
Then Mother Tree whispered to him:
‘Things are not as they used to be - but trust me - soon you will be free - trust me, trust me.’
Little gnome knew in his heart that he could always trust Mother Tree.
Mother Tree carried the wisdom of the whole forest!
Mother Tree knew all about everything. The birds and the wind were her friends and messengers.
They visited her every day sharing the news of the big wide world.
Little gnome could hear when the birds came by. He could hear them singing high up in the
branches of Mother Tree.
Little gnome could see when the wind was visiting. He could see the branches swaying this way and
that. He sometimes had to close his window to keep out the leaves and dust stirred up by this busy
friend!
Everyday Mother Tree continued to whisper to him:
‘Things are not as they used to be - but trust me - soon you will be free - trust me, trust me.’
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So little gnome had to trust, and little gnome had to wait. Soon he knew he would be free again to
leave his home amongst the rocks and tree roots. Soon he knew he would be free to roam once
again in the beautiful forest.
And while he waited, he was surprised how many things he could find to do in his cosy little tree
root home.
Little gnome can dance
Little gnome can sing
Little gnome can paint and draw
And do somersaults across the floor.
Little gnome can dance
Little gnome can sing
Little gnome can clean and cook
And curl up with a picture book.
Little gnome can dance
Little gnome can sing
Little gnome can ………………………….
And ………………………………………………..
Little gnome can dance
Little gnome can sing
Little gnome can ………………………….
And ………………………………………………..
Little gnome can dance
Little gnome can sing
Little gnome can ………………………….
And ………………………………………………..

Note: I have chosen to write this story with a 'mirroring' structure - the story simply reflects the situation and
expands upon it with images that help share a message that is too strong to state directly with little children.
I haven't promised any timeline because that would be irresponsible as no one knows it at this stage. The
story’s aim is to encourage acceptance of the current ‘social distancing’ situation, and to help motivate the
children to find and enjoy activities that they can do within the home.
For anyone new to ‘story medicine’, stories can help navigate the emotions that come with different kinds of
loss and challenging situations. By allowing rather than resisting the truth, and by dressing it with the fabric
of the imagination, stories can help the process of weaving the truth into everyday life, especially with young
children.
This story will be included in the 'loss of health and well-being’ section in my next book, entitled, 'Stories to
Light the Night: A Grief and Loss Collection for Children, Families and Communities' (due to be published late
2020 by Hawthorn Press, UK) – the book will have more than 80 stories in different sections ..... stories for the
loss of a loved one, loss of place, loss of family connection, loss of a pet, loss of health and well-being, loss of
trust, and environmental grief and loss
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The Little Gnome Who Had to Stay Home (Rhyming Version)
Little gnome had to stay home!
He couldn’t play with his friends,
And he couldn’t roam.
He was stuck all alone,
In his tree roots home.
Didn’t everyone know
How little gnomes love to roam!
Mother Tree whispered … ‘Listen to me,
Things are not as they used to be –
But trust me - soon you will be free.’
Little gnome knew
He could trust Mother Tree.
Mother Tree was as wise as wise could be.
So little gnome had to trust,
And patiently, wait to be free!
Up high in Mother Tree
The birds sang with glee,
And the wind blew round and round,
Bringing messages each day,
From very far away.
At the bottom of the tree,
In his knobbly tree root home,
Little gnome was busy
Finding many things to do……
You may be able to do them too!
Little gnome can dance
Little gnome can sing
Little gnome can paint and draw
And do somersaults across the floor.
Little gnome can dance
Little gnome can sing
Little gnome can clean and cook
And curl up with a picture book.
Little gnome can dance
Little gnome can sing
Little gnome can ………………………….
And ………………………………………………..
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What Is The Coronavirus?

The Coronavirus is a virus that makes people feel unwell.

You may also have heard it called Covid-19.

Coronavirus makes you feel like you have a bad cold
or the flu

You might get
a cough/ sore
throat

You might get a fever

You might find it
hard to take big
breaths

You might have to stay at home and get better.

Some people might need to go to hospital so the doctors can
look after them.

You can help to stop the Coronavirus from spreading by

Washing your hands
regularly

Trying not to
touch your face

Sneezing and
coughing into a tissue

Stand a little bit
away from other
people

If you get a bit of a cough/ sore throat/ temperature you might
have to self-isolate. This means staying at home for a bit.

You won’t be able to go to my favourite places whilst you selfisolate

But this will help the doctors stop Coronavirus from spreading
whilst they learn more about it and help people get better.

Note to parents
Please use this social story to help explain the Coronavirus to your children but be
aware that because it is a social story, it provides limited and very precise
information. It is therefore not diagnostic.
If you require more factual information about the Coronavirus, please refer to the
World Health Organisation (WHO), NHS and Government websites.
If you would like more information on how to support your child whilst they are off
of school, or on well-being during periods of isolation, please go to our website:

www.openarmsupport.co.uk
Thanks, the Open Arms Support Services Occupational Therapists.
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School Closure Autism Toolkit – Directions for Use
We are hopeful that this toolkit will help support your child at home during this time of uncertainty. For
a child with autism, visual supports can help to decrease anxiety and increase independence across all
settings. This toolkit provides you with all that you will need to help structure your child’s day at home,
no matter his/her age.
Things I Can Do At Home: This page can be used for either A) category labels for you to house all of your
schedule pieces or B) a color coding reference key.
Sensory, Life Skills, Academics, Movement, Leisure: These pages provide you with schedule pieces
under each domain. You can either A) cut the pieces out to use in individual schedules or B) use the page
as a choice board to reference during that activity time.
Schedule Pieces: While our toolkit focuses mainly on creating structured “chunks” of your day, we have
also included full day schedule pieces if you would like to put a full schedule on your fridge or wall.
Extras: Missing a schedule, activity, or reward piece that isn’t included in the toolkit? Tape a
wrapper/label, print a picture, draw your own simple picture, or write the word on the piece to
customize your own pieces. If you are a teacher or clinician and have access to Boardmaker Online, you
can edit your own pieces by searching for Activity #29724776.
Choice Board: This is an optional page. If your child is overwhelmed by too many choices OR some of the
schedule pieces are not options in your home, you can cut out a smaller number of choices and stick
them on this board for your child to choose from. This can also be used as a reward choice board.
Finished Pieces: If you choose to use each domain (Sensory, Life Skills, Academics, Movement, Leisure)
as a “choice” board and would like to keep track of which activities you’ve completed, you can use these
green checks to cover up each schedule piece.
Token Boards: If your child needs a little motivation to get started with adult-directed activities, you can
use the token board to help keep him/her on track. Choose 1-3 target behaviors you wish for your child
to display, choose a reward, and fill in the circles as your child does what is asked. Seeing the circles fill
will show him/her that he/she is close to earning a reward. You can color the circles, use stickers, or add
Velcro pieces.

First/Then Board (Form A): This board is for an emerging learner who does better with only a few
schedule pieces at a time. Place one non-preferred schedule piece on the left (first) and one preferred
activity on the right (then). Repeat this throughout the day.
Activity Schedule (Form B): This board is for a child who understands schedules and is used to using
one. You can either A) glue/tape [pre-selected] schedule pieces on top of each colored activity (child can
help choose if appropriate) or B) follow this schedule as listed and when you get to each color, pull out
the colored schedule boards for that activity and let your child choose). The color coding will help you
follow the same “routine” each day, but the activities will change.
Agenda (Form C): This board is for an older child who can write the activities in each box OR if you don’t
wish to follow the color coded order of skill domains (e.g. you are doing 5 academic activities or 5 life
skills activities during the day).
To Do List (Form D): This board is for an older child who is a reader and/or writer. Activities can be listed
in the order to be completed (either from our examples or anywhere else). When each item has been
finished, the child or adult can check the box that it has been completed.
For additional curriculum ideas and support, please click HERE for an up to date list of online resources
available to you, which has been compiled for families with children with autism. (Also available at the
end of this packet).

School Closure Autism Toolkit
Illinois Autism Partnership

Click here for Online
Resources
Recommended resources including apps, livestreams, curriculum supports, visual supports,
subscriptions, websites, and other resources.
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Sensory Motor Circuits
Sensory Circuits is a short and snappy sensory motor skills
programme that helps to set children up for a school day.
It enables children to reach the level of alertness needed to
concentrate during lessons. They were dev2eloped in the
Peterborough area, where most schools use it because it is so
effective. Some schools run sensory circuits after lunch as well.
Children participate in a 10-15 minute session of activities
designed to improve brain processing efficiency, and they
generally find that the circuit is a fun way to start the day.
Some children like it so much and /or respond so well to it that
they would benefit from a sensory circuit at home at the
weekends or in the holidays.
This leaflet tells you what to do, in the correct order.
Doing the activities in the recommended order is vital. The right
order results in a well regulated, happy child. The wrong order
may well result in a disregulated, upset or irritable child.
Suggested equipment
Trampet
Skipping rope
Balance board
Gym ball
Chair
Soft mat / carpet
Selection of balls and / or beanbags
Remove shoes and socks, as the Circuit is best done bare foot.

Music
It is useful to play music during the circuit. At home, it can mark
the beginning and the end of the Circuit. Choose music that is
fast (140-160 beats per minute). At the end, during the calm down
period, just turn the volume down.
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Gym ball ideas for older students
1. Pull the student towards you.

2. Student walks forward on their hands, then backwards.
The slower the better.

3. Roll over the ball fast and crash onto cushions or a crash mat.

4. You can hold the student
at the hips to stabilise them
while balancing on a ball.
5. Arch the back over a ball. A peanut ball is more stable than on a round ball.

6. Movement averse students are happier on the ball against a wall.

7. ‘Push against each other’: Two students sit on either
side of a ball, with their backs resting against the ball.
When given the command, both push against the ball,
each trying to disloge the other student.
8. ‘Steamroller’: Student lies on their stomach.
You roll ball up and down, pressing down hard.
Do not roll it over their head.
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Isometrics

Order of activities

Here's how:
1. In a seated position, place your palms together, imitating a
position of praying. Push your palms against each other for a
few seconds. (Parent or teacher says, "Push"). Then relax for a
few seconds. (Parent or teacher says, "Relax"). Repeat 3 to 5
times. Remember the aim is to achieve lots of heavy work input
to the joints and muscles, so decide on the number of repetitions
accordingly.
2. Next, curl the fingers on each hand to form a semi-circle.
Rotate one hand toward your body and one hand away from
your body. Interlock your fingers, imitating a position of an
opera singer. Pull your elbows in the opposite directions
whilst keeping your fingers interlocked for a few seconds.
Relax for a few seconds and repeat at least 3 to 5 times. In
the opera singer position, switch hands so the hand that
was on top is now on the bottom. (Parent or teacher
continues throughout the steps of the isometrics to say,
"Push” and “relax").
3. Place hands on seat of chair by thighs and lift bottom off seat
of chair by straightening arms. (Parent or teacher says,
"Push"). Then relax for a few seconds. (Parent or teacher
says, "Relax"). Repeat 3 to 5 times.
4. Extra Calming Stage: Parent / teacher stands behind the student
and presses firmly down through shoulders using palms of hand.
Maintain the pressure for 10 seconds. Repeat 3 to 5 times.
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1. Alerting

The first activities should be those that make the head change
direction rapidly.
For example:

Bouncing

Skipping

Jumping or
Step-ups

Spinning

Trampet ideas
• Jump
• Jump, lift knees up / kick feet out behind
• Star jump
• Jump and count / recite time tables / recite alphabet
• Throw a bean bag / ball at a target / into a bucket
• Throw a bean bag / ball to a person who is walking round
the trampet
• Throw a bean bag / ball up in the air while counting
• Sequences of little and big jumps, eg 5 little, 1 big
• Change direction while jumping
• Jog and Hop
• Spotty dog march (homolateral marching)
• March, touching opposite hand / elbow with knee
• Bounce off trampet onto a crash mat / pile of cushions
• Jump while copying gestures
• Jump while following arrow chart with arm gestures
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2. Organising

3. Calming

The second set of activities should be those that provide a motor
challenge to the chld.

The third set of activities should be those that calm the child:
deep pressure, proprioceptive input, and heavy work

For example:

For example:

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

Funny walks: Animal walks.
Egg and spoon walk
Thow and catch while on a balance board
Balance board, put bean bags around it.
Child picks up bean bags one by one, or in a certain order.
Walk along a gym bench (could be upturned,
with the child picking up bean bags and
throwing them in a bucket)
Pass bean bag round leg, behind back
Log rolls, hands clasped & arms stretched out above head
Infintity Walk: walk round 2 chairs, in and out in a figure of
eight. Repeat with eyes closed
Stand inside a hula hoop that is on the ground. Spin,
without going outside the hoop. Stop, stand still.
Press hands down on head.
Bend a rope into different shapes. Walk along it. Jump
over it from side to side
Make scoops from plastic bottles, use to catch bean bags
Obstacle courses: Go over and under a chair.
Climb over a chair, through a hoop,
then roll on a mat or the floor.
Commando crawling.
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•

Press-ups on a wall:
Count to 10. Repeat 3 times

•

Press-ups on a wall: Upside down
Walk up the wall, put feet flat on the wall and
count to 10 before walking down the wall.
Repeat 3 times.

•

Half press-ups from the floor:
Push up from knees not from the feet.

•

Isometrics and Chair sit ups
(see Isometrics on page 6)

•

‘Steamroller squash’:
Student lies on their stomach.
Roll a gym ball up and down,
pressing down hard.
Do not roll it over their head.

•

Joint compression:
See page 6, Isometrics Number 4 “Extra Calming”

•

Firm massage: any of back, hands, feet, and shoulders
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5 Ways to Use Pillows for
Indoor Sensory Fun
Using pillows provides proprioceptive and deep pressure to the sensory system.
Proprioception provides input to muscles and joints. Proprioception and deep
pressure both calm the sensory system.

1. Pillows squishes: Use pillows to provide squeezes to your child’s body.
Great for deep pressure and calming. You can pretend you are creating
a sandwich, tacos, or a hamburger. Add more pressure with each
"topping". Take turns and have your child “squish” you or a sibling.
This will provide good proprioceptive input. Use this game to playfully
engage your child.
2. Pillow pushes: Hold pillows up and push against each other. Great for
deep pressure, calming, and proprioceptive input. Try in sitting, kneeling,
or standing.
3. Pillow crashes: Pull couch cushions or pillows into a pile, jump, and
crash. Try rolling off the couch onto the cushions or pillows. Try jumping
off a trampoline or a stool into the pillows.
4. Make a pillow boat: Fill a cardboard box, tub, laundry basket, or large
container with pillows and blankets to provide deep pressure and
calming input. This can serve as a “safe spot” or a space to “take a
break”. Try reading a book, doing a puzzle, singing a themed song, or
pretending you’re sailing off to sea.
5. Floor is lava: Place pillows on the ground and jump or step from one to
another without touching the ground. Try crawling, wheelbarrow
walking, changing your speed, adding obstacles, or playing “red
light”/”green light”.

Children should be supervised when completing all suggested activities. Parental
discretion is advised to ensure safety.
Created by the Occupational Therapy team at Easterseals Central Illinois, 2019
(309)686-1177 - 507 E. Armstrong Ave Peoria, IL 61603 - eastersealsci.com

